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Fixed Time Traffic Signal Controller
16 signal output)

Instruction Manual
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The largest number of timers in each day 24
Running time in each step 1 255
Full red transition time 0 5S

Yellow light transition time 1~9S
Green flashing time 0~9S

Operational Temperature Range -4
Relative Humidity 95%

Setting Saving Time(the electricity was cut off) 10 years
Time Error Error/year<2.5 minutes (25 1 )

3. Operation Panel button function introduction

4. Setting Instructions
4.1 Date Setting

Press Function button to date setting and the digital tube will display the current date. Press the Plus and Minus, the cursor will be
moved to the digital which you want to modify. Press SAVE to save the plane after the completion of the modified if press Exist,
the current setting cannot be saved.
Press Function button, we will move to the next stage- time setting
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Second step:
Through the direction keys on the
panel to choose east, south ,west and
north, and pressing the button
to choose the direction for green
light, press the YES or No key to
modify whether the green light
lighten on or not . but just need to set
up the green light

First step:
Press the left and right buttons to modify the
digital as your needs, and press the plus and
minus button to choose any digital what you
want. Forexample, you can change the original
setted time 9s to 8s or others. After setted as
the picture ( the digital indicate the numbers),
we can move on next setup

Third step:
After finished the second step for
green light release state settings,
please refer to the picture , then
pressing the save key. And the
series number will be add 1 by
automatically. Then move on next
step.

First step:
Press the left aannd right buttons to modify the
digital as your needs, and press the plus and
minus button to choose any digital what you
want. Forexample, you can change the original
setted time 9s to 8s or others. After setted as
the picture ( the digital indicate the numbers),
we can move on next setup
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2) To set Schedule 02 as follows
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5. Solutions to Common Problems
Item Failure phenomena Solutions scheme

1
The controller doesn’t work and
has no power .

The fuse may be cut off. Users need to use a fuse of 5A or main fuse of
10A to change it. Main fuse is in the power socket.

2
The signal lights in the road
intersection keep flashing amber
and it is because of setting.

The reason may lie in the phase setting, and there happen green conflicts
( the panel green conflict indicated light). You need to reset the phase
program again.




